
 

DE LONGHI ECAM 23.460.B - Super
automatic espresso machine - 15 Bar -
Black
1450W - 250g Beans - 2-line Display - 15 bar

Group Coffee Machines

Manufacturer DE LONGHI

Manufacturer item no. ECAM 23.460.B

EAN/UPC 8004399326828

ITscope item no. 3553394000

Marketing
- Two-line display with icons
- Patented Autocappuccino System: get your perfect Cappuccino simply by
pressing a button
- Personalising coffee as often as you want has never been easier. Choose
from short, medium or long, try a strong or extra mild aroma, enjoy it piping
hot, medium or low temperature.
- Cup illumination
- The machine can be used with either coffee beans or ground coffee
- You can prepare two cups of coffee with a single brewing
- Removable brewing unit with variable capacity (from 6 to 14 gr)
- New silent integrated coffee grinder with 13 adjustable settings
- Adjustable coffee quantity
- Adjustable water quantity
- Pre-brewing cycle
- Adjustable coffee dispenser from 86 to 142 mm height.
- Programmable automatic shut-off and programmable turning on
- Brewed coffees counting
- Flavour saving coffee beans container tap
- Coffee-grounds container capacity indicator: 14 cups/72h
- Removable water reservoir (total capacity 1,8 l.) with empty water indicator
- New thermoblock: to grant the espresso at the ideal and constant
temperature
- Water filter
- Cleaning warning for cappuccino system
- Rinse and decalcification auto-programmes
- Programmable water hardness
- Removable drip tray with water level indicator
- Cup holder
- Energy saving function
- Stand-by function
- Rapid Cappuccino
- Power supply switch for zero consumption
- Sound feedback

Compact bean-to-cup machine with the DeLonghi patented automatic



cappuccino system: your perfect cappuccino at the touch of a button.
Equipped with 2 text lines display with the possibility to customize your coffee
as you prefer, cup holder and water filter.

NEW LatteCrema System

Enjoy a perfect mix of pleasure.

A creamy cappuccino, with dense milk foam, always at the perfect
temperature until the last drop.

The automatic cleaning function integrated in the froth regulating knob
guarantees an easy and secure cleaning of all milk frother components.

UNIQUE TWIN -SHOT BREWING CYCLE

Allows you to prepare two perfect crema-rich cups of coffee in a single
brewing cycle .

EASY TO USE

Intuitive two text lines display and 16 languages for using the machine in a
clear and simple way.

Extended details
Design

Case design Freestanding

Product type Espresso machine

Colour of product Black

Built-in display Ja

Performance

Water tank capacity 1.8 L

Capacity in cups 14 cups

Coffee input type Coffee beans, Ground coffee

Espresso making Ja

Cappuccino making Ja

Coffee maker type Fully-auto

Built-in grinder Ja

Maximum operating pressure 15 bar

Adjustable coffee strength Ja

Coffee beans capacity 250 g

Number of grinder settings 13

Milk tank Ja

Automatic anti-calc Ja

Water filter Ja

Standby function Ja

Adjustable water quantity Ja

Ergonomics

Removable water tank Ja

Removable drip tray Ja

Cup holder Ja

Power

Connected load 1450 W



AC input voltage 220 - 240 V

AC input frequency 50/60 Hz

Energy saving mode Ja

Auto power off Ja

Weight & dimensions

Width 130 mm

Depth 238 mm

Height 340 mm

Weight 9 kg


